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Abstract
The purpose of this investigation was to determine kinematical differences between men and women in the first flight, 

Tsukahara entry on vault. The sample consisted of ten Tsukahara jumps performed by elite gymnasts (men and women) 
participants of the World Cup in Osijek - the FIG World Cup 2017. A sample of variables consisted of eleven kinematic 
variables of the first flight. Investigation was done in real-time at the competition and videotaped by three cameras. Data 
processing and kinematic 3D analysis were performed by the Ariel Performance Analysis System (APAS, 2016). The 
normality of data distribution was determined by the Shapiro-Wilk test. Differences in kinematic variables between 
men and women were calculated by univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni correction at the level of 
statistical significance p<0.05. The results show that there is a statistically significant difference (p=0,02) between men 
and women in only one variable: angle in the left hip at first foot contact with springboard (ALHFCS) where women have 
a greater angle of 10.62° than men. This is due to the men have stronger take-off before the springboard, so the legs pass 
the trunk earlier, and they come sooner to the springboard, and this is the reason why angle in the hip is smaller and the 
trunk was in the forward bend. 
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Introduction
Men’s and women’s gymnastics are almost different sports because some apparatus is completely different, only the 

vault and the floor are constructively the same apparatus in both genders. In artistic gymnastics, most biomechanical 
research has been conducted on a vault regarding other disciplines because performance consists of a single movement, 
which is the reason why the vault is often investigated apparatus but mostly descriptive investigation (Prassas, Kwon, & 
Sands, 2006). Generally investigated a group of jumps on the vault are handsprings (45%), Yurchenko (10%) and Tsukahara 
(5%) jumps, and the reason why Tsukahara group of jumps are the least investigated is because of their complexity of 
performance (Fernandes, Carrara, Serrao, Amadio, & Mochizuki, 2016). The trend of jumps on vault performance was not 
the same thirty years ago. The most common jumps performed by the women in the 1984 Olympic Games on vault were 
Cuervo, Tsukahara, Yurchenko jumps (Nelson, Gross, & Street, 1985). In the last two Olympic cycles, women typically 
perform 51% of Yurchenko jumps, 24.5% of handsprings jumps and 24.5% of Tsukahara jumps (Schärer, Lehmann, 
Naundorf, Taube, & Hübner, 2019). Men dominantly perform Tsukahara jumps, 69%, then handspring jumps 19% and 
12% Yurchenko jumps (Schärer, et al., 2019). The reason for this is the progression of the gymnastic elements, the change 
of the apparatus and finally the difficulty value of the jumps. In the period from 2008 to 2016, there was a progression 
in the weight, quality, complexity of the jumps in the women, where jumps from group four (Yurchenko) dominate with 
the highest frequency for the first jump and jumps from group five for the second jump (Yurchenko with 180° turn in 
the first flight) (Delaš Kalinski, Atiković, & Jelaska, 2017). This paper aimed to determine if there are any kinematical 
differences between men and women in the first flight, Tsukahara entry on vault. 

Methods
The sample consisted of 10 Tsukahara jumps performed by elite gymnasts (five men and five women) participants 

of the World Cup in Osijek in 2017 - the FIG World Cup 2017. Entrance to the apparatus is defined with a turn from ½ 
to ¼ (90° to 180°) as Tsukahara. 

The videotaping was done with three DV cameras (Sony HDR-HC9E), recording at 50 frames per second with a shutter 
speed of 1/1000 in real-time during the competition. The cameras were placed at an angle of 45° in the direction of the 
gymnasts to the axis of the apparatus, where one was placed on the competition floor at a distance of 1-2 meters, other 
about 5-7 meters, and the third camera also at a distance of 10-12 meters from the apparatus. Before and after shooting, 
for the accurate space calibration, a reference frame (180x180x180 cm) was recorded by cameras. Kinematic analysis 
processed 5 men’s and 5 women’s jumps.
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The processing and kinematic 3D analysis of the data in this study was performed by the Ariel Performance Analysis 
System (APAS, 2016). Videos from all three cameras are converted as Microsoft avi. uncompressed digitized video 
format timed for all three cameras of each jump. Further processing of the data was done through a Digitize module 
through the reference point of the body for each video image. 18 reference points have been identified and digitized on 
a 14-segment body model: feet (2), lower legs (2), upper legs (2), trunk (2), palms (2), forearms (2), upper arms and (2) 
head. Eight points are also digitized for each camera, which defines the calibration frame and the fixed point. Sample of 
the variables consisted of eleven key kinematical parameters of first flight: LLS - length of the last step (cm), ALHFCS 
- angle in the left hip at first foot contact with springboard (°), ARHFCS - angle in the right hip at first foot contact with 
springboard (°), ALKFCS - angle in the left knee at first foot contact with springboard (°), ARKFCS - angle in the right 
knee at first foot contact with springboard (°), TTOFF - duration of the take-off (s), ACGLCS - a center of gravity angle 
of the body in the last contact with the springboard (°), ALSLCS - angle at the left shoulder in the last foot contact with 
the springboard (°), ARSLCS - angle at the right shoulder in the last foot contact with the springboard (°), HVCGLCF - 
horizontal velocity of the center of gravity at the last foot contact with the floor (m/s), VVCGLCS - vertical velocity of 
the center of the gravity at the last contact with the springboard (m/s). 

 The normality of data distribution was determined by the Shapiro-Wilk test. The homogeneity of the variance was 
calculated by Levene’s test. Differences in kinematic variables between men and woman were calculated by univariate 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni correction at the level of statistical significance p<0.05.

Results
Results of the basic descriptive statistics are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Basic descriptive statistics

Variable MeanM MeanW MinM MinW MaxM MaxW Std.Dev.M Std.Dev.W

LLS 289,17 284,77 258,56 268,80 334,11 299,77 37,37 14,15

ALHFCS 104,22 114,84 96,23 104,68 109,19 121,10 5,07 6,62

ARHFCS 110,12 107,68 102,44 97,72 124,65 114,99 8,80 6,99

ALKFCS 152,06 160,34 148,45 148,99 162,09 168,53 5,81 7,41

ARKFCS 156,41 158,67 148,90 156,31 165,90 164,62 7,02 3,43

TTOFF 0,40 0,42 0,14 0,14 0,58 0,62 0,23 0,26

ACGLCS 76,20 82,20 67,00 78,00 83,00 85,00 6,14 2,77

ALSLCS 123,68 122,46 100,09 117,24 141,99 126,29 17,51 3,27

ARSLCS 150,74 135,52 135,76 127,46 167,98 151,85 14,18 9,83

HVCGLCF 8,11 6,58 6,49 5,02 9,21 8,02 1,03 1,41

VVCGLCS 3,46 3,82 2,95 3,19 4,09 4,67 0,44 0,63

Note: MeanM – average values for men; MeanW – average values for women; MinM – minimum values for men; MinW – minimum values for women; MaxM 
– maximum values for men; MaxW – maximum values for women; Std.Dev.M – Standard Deviation form men; Std.Dev.W – Standard Deviation for women.

Shapiro-Wilk test shows that variable (TTOFF) is not normally distributed. Levene test of the homogeneity of the 
variance between two populations – men and women have shown that variances of variables LLS, p=0,00 and ALSLCS 
p=0,00 are not homogeneous.

 Table 2 shows the results of the Welch test and there are no significant differences between the men and women for 
variables LLS, p=0,82 and ALSLCS, p=0,58 at the level of statistical significance p<0,05.

Table 2. Welch test – analyses of variances between men and women

Variable SS 
Effect

df 
Effect

MS 
Effect

SS 
Error

df 
Error

MS 
Error F p Welch df 

Effect
Welch df 

Error
Welch 

F Welch p

LLS 48,40 1 48,40 6386,76 8 798,34 0,06 0,81 1 5,12 0,06 0,82

ALSLCS 3,67 1 3,67 1269,91 8 158,74 0,02 0,88 1 4,28 0,02 0,89

Note: Welch p= statistically significant value, p<0,05

Results of Anova test (Table 3), indicate that there is a statistically significant difference between men and women 
in the variable ALHFCS, p=0,02. 
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Table 3. One-Way Anova test between men and women

Variable Multiple 
R

Multiple 
R²

Adjusted 
R²

SS 
Model

df 
Model

MS 
Model

SS 
Residual

df 
Residual

MS 
Residual F p

ALHFCS 0,71 0,50 0,44 282,08 1 282,08 278,02 8 34,75 8,12 0,02*

ARHFCS 0,17 0,03 -0,09 14,94 1 14,94 504,70 8 63,09 0,24 0,64

ALKFCS 0,57 0,33 0,24 171,15 1 171,15 354,89 8 44,36 3,86 0,09

ARKFCS 0,22 0,05 -0,07 12,84 1 12,84 244,03 8 30,50 0,42 0,53

ACGLCS 0,58 0,33 0,25 90,00 1 90,00 181,60 8 22,70 3,96 0,08

ARSLCS 0,57 0,33 0,24 579,12 1 579,12 1190,68 8 148,83 3,89 0,08

HVCGLCF 0,57 0,33 0,24 5,87 1 5,87 12,16 8 1,52 3,86 0,09

VVCGLCS 0,34 0,12 0,01 0,32 1 0,32 2,39 8 0,30 1,07 0,33

Note: *= statistically significant value, p<0,05

The results of the Mann-Whitney U Test shown in Table 4 indicate that there is no statistically significant difference 
between men and women in the variable TTOFF, p=0.39, 

Table 4. Mann-Whitney U test between men and women

Variable Rank Sum 
1

Rank Sum 
2 U Z p-value Z 

adjusted p-value Valid N 
1

Valid N 
2

2*1sided 
exact p

TTOFF 23 32 8 -0,84 0,40 -0,87 0,39 5 5 0,42

Discussion
The results show that there is a statistically significant difference between the men and women in only one variable: 

angle in the left hip at first foot contact with springboard (ALHFCS) where women have a greater angle of 10.62° 
than men. The difference of 2.44° for the same variable on the right (ARHFCS) in favor of the men is not statistically 
significant. This kind of arrival on the springboard since men have a stronger take-off before the springboard, and the 
legs pass the trunk earlier, and they come sooner to the springboard, so the angle in the hip is smaller and the trunk in 
the forward bend. This was due to the higher velocity of run-up but also to the higher explosive properties of the lower 
extremities in the men. Men had a different technique with the smaller angle of the first flight where they arrived earlier 
than the women, and take-off from the springboard consequently lasted shorter. In women (juniors) during the first 
phase, the acceleration of the angle in the hips for the piked Tsukahara is 17.09 m/s2 (Dimitrova, Bonka Tankusheva, & 
Petrova, 2015). Although there is no statistically significant difference between the men and women in the variable last 
step length (LLS), men have a longer last step than women by 4.4 cm. The difference can be attributed to the length of 
the foot and the velocity of run-up. Usually, a last step before the springboard is made from a distance of 2.30 to 2.80 
m (Antonov, 1975; Semenov, 1987; Živčić Marković & Krističević, 2016) and also was recorded from 2.80 to 3.50 m 
(Čuk & Karacsony, 2004). In this study, the maximum length of the last step was 3.34 m in the men and 2.99 m in the 
women, so it can be concluded that the increase in the length of the last step comes together with the development of the 
gymnastics. There is also no statistically significant difference between the men and women in the center of gravity angle 
of the body in the last contact with the springboard (ACGLCS), although in the women the angle is greater by 6°. The 
result indicates that the women had a stretched body in the first flight to the apparatus. The men had a smaller angle in 
their hips which mean that they were in forward bent to the apparatus in the first flight. The reason for this result can be 
that over the years changes in the rules and training technologies, the gender angle is slowly being equalized. Given the 
results, the gymnasts were stagnating in this part, so they did not change their technique. The variable distance between 
the hands in the first contact with the apparatus (UDLPKS) did not show statistically significant differences between 
the men and women, although the men put their palms on average 9.56 cm wider than the women. Kerwin, Harwood, 
& Yeadon, (1993) studied the effects of two different techniques (at the beginning and the end) of placing the hands on 
the apparatus when performing Tsukahara and Kasamatsu jumps, but on the old vault horse, and the results showed that 
the technique of placing the palms at the end of the horse is safer, but it reduces the linear speed in the second flight and 
does not increase rotation. Although this research was carried out on an old horse where the men ś apparatus was turned 
by length and in women ś by width, and the distance between the palms was different and larger in men because of the 
apparatus. There is no statistically significant difference between men and women in the variable duration of the take-
off (TTOFF), although the take-off is shorter by 0.02 seconds in the men. The shorter time on the springboard in men ś 
resulted from a more explosive take-off than women. Take-off from the springboard is a key part of the jump, where the 
gymnasts must convert linear running momentum to the appropriate angular momentum ratio required for a successful 
jump (Greenwood & Newton, 1996). The angle at the left shoulder in the last foot contact with the springboard (ALSLCS) 
is 1.22° bigger at the men, while for the right shoulder (ARSLCS) the angle is bigger by 15.22° for the men and is also 
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not statistically significant. This is in support of the fact that the men put their palms on the apparatus faraway than the 
women, especially the right palm, so this is the reason why is the shoulder angle bigger. The horizontal velocity of the 
center of gravity at the last foot contact with the floor (HVCGLCF) is 1.63 seconds slower in the women, which means 
that men are faster. And this can be explained by the transfer of running velocity from the run-up where men were faster 
than women and thus lost less speed in the last step. For the Kasamatsu and Tsukahara jumps, the horizontal velocity of 
the center of gravity decreases, the vertical velocity of the center of gravity increases and the angular momentum develops 
at the moment of contact with the springboard (Fernandes, et al., 2016; Motoshima & Maeda, 2015). 

Conclusion
Obtained results showed that there are similarities in kinematic parameters between men and women in the variables: 

the length of the last step, which differs them by only 4cm and did not statistically significant; the last contact of the foot 
with the springboard where the women had a 6° greater angle. Although there are differences in some variables in favor 
of men but not statistically significant, they cannot be considered as differences. Although the sample of gymnasts is 
specific and small, when we take into account the frequency of performance of Tsukahara jumps in women and competitive 
conditions. This information can help coaches and gymnasts as essential information for further progress and greater 
representation of Tsukahara jumps in women ś gymnastics.
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